
Installation GuidePool Fence Gate



We’re happy to help. Call 1-888-743-3673.

Blending optimal function and performance.

BOX CONTENTS
Pool Fence Gate Box Includes:

All of our fence gates are designed and crafted with function and long-term performance in mind. We 
use the best gate hardware in the industry, made by D&D Technologies. This guide will help make your 
installation easy. For questions, please call 1-888-743-3673 and welcome to Weatherables.

All dimensions are in inches (“)

Welcome
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 Magna Latch (Pool Code Latch)

Sold Separately:

Post Cap (2)

Top Rail (1)

Gate Socket Post (2)

Pickets (7*)
*varies by model

Tube of Glue (1)

Bottom Rail (1)

Aluminium Insert (1)
           *located in bottom rail

Gate Hardware
           * Includes standard locking
             latch & self closing hinges

Cross Brace (1)
            & Screws (6)

4x4 Post & Aluminium
Insert (For hinge side of
gate)
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We’re happy to help. Call 1-888-743-3673.

Gate Assembly
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1. Locate, lay out and dry-assemble all parts of the gate including posts, rails and pickets. Do not use 
glue.

2. Insert the pickets to the top and bottom rails as needed.

3. Measure the width at the top and bottom of gate to ensure your gate is a square. Measure diagonally 
from the left and right to ensure both lengths are the same or within 1/8” of a difference.

4. Adjust as necessary.

1. Remove the first gate post to flip it and insert a 1/8” bead of glue around the inside of the two pockets 
down about 1/4” from the top of each pocket. Do next step quickly!

2. After glue is in the pockets of the first post, flip posts to quickly insert the rails into the pockets. 

3. Be sure to firmly insert the rails. The adhesive will set in 45 seconds.
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Measuring Tape



We’re happy to help. Call 1-888-743-3673. 3

Gate Assembly

1. Lay the cross-brace on the gate and mark the length to cut.

2. Pre-drill 2 holes into the cross-brace only. DO NOT pre-drill into the gate.
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Tip : The cross-brace mounts to the rails only. It should run diagonally starting at the bottom of 
the  bottom rail, running diagonally to the top rail of the latch post.

Tip : The hinge side of gate is where cross-brace is at bottom. The latch side of gate is where 
cross-brace is at top. Mark either side with tape to ensure cross-brace is installed correctly.

3. Attach the brace using 2 self-taping screws at each end of the gate.

1. Repeat the previous steps for the other post. This may take some assistance to do before the 
adhesive sets.

2. Measure the top and bottom of gate to ensure both lengths are the same.
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Measuring Tape

Measuring Tape



We’re happy to help. Call 1-888-743-3673. 4

Gate Installation

DOUBLE GATE INSTALLATION
1. Follow the same instructions as per a single gate when installing the hinges for both gates.

2. To calculate the variances for the latch you must treat the fixed gate as if it were a standard fence 
panel.

3. The ideal hardware installation on a double gate should have equal spacing between posts and gates.

4. Install the Drop Rod to post of the fixed gate.

Gate Rail Gate Rail
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Gate Rail Gate Rail

Equal spacing if possible

Fence Rail

0.75" gap 0.75" gap 0.75" gap

1. Determine the direction the gate is to swing, usually swings away from yard. Check your local codes!

2. Install aluminum insert on the hinge side prior to the installation of the gate.

3. Locate and follow hardware installation instructions.

SINGLE GATE INSTALLATION

The gate will be mounted to be flush with the side of the fence that the gate will be swinging. See 
the illustration below. Be sure the gate will be high enough to clear obstructions such as snow. The 
gate posts should be cut on site as needed. Some installers cut the gate posts off at the bottom of the 
bottom gate pocket. DO NOT cut into the gate pocket.

0.75" gap 0.75" gap

YARD

GATE - SWINGS INTO THE YARD (NOT RECOMMENDED PER UNIVERSAL POOL CODE)

GATE - SWINGS AWAY FROM YARD

0.75" gap 0.75" gap

Hinge placement (requires

post with aluminum insert)


